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University of Colorado Faculty Assemblies
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Colorado Springs
All faculty members are part of the Faculty Assembly. The Faculty Assembly as a whole
usually meets 1-2 times per academic year. A representative group known as the
Representative Assembly meets monthly during the academic year. The Representative
Assembly consists of the elected officers of the Faculty Assembly, elected Faculty Council
representatives, elected representatives from each of the colleges and the library, the chairs
of all standing committees, and at-large members elected by the Faculty. Learn more [2]?
Anschutz Medical Campus Faculty Assembly
The AMC Faculty Assembly consists of elected representatives from each of the campus
Schools / Colleges and the Health Science Library, and the Chairs of the faculty governing
organizations in each of the schools / colleges. The Officers of the AMC Faculty Assembly are
elected from the membership. The Chair is a member of the Chancellor's Executive
Committee. The Chair also serves as the primary campus representative to the CU Faculty
Council. The Assembly meets monthly and welcomes all UCD Faculty members to attend the
meetings. [button url="
http://www.ucdenver.edu/faculty_staff/faculty/assembly/anschutz/Pages/de... [3]" size="small"
color="blue" target="_blank"]Learn more??
Downtown Campus Faculty Assembly
The Faculty Assembly (FA) is the official voice of the University of Colorado Denver Faculty in
shared governance on our campus, at our University and at the CU-system level.
The Faculty Assembly and its committees are elected by their schools and colleges on
campus to represent the interests of the faculty and to work with administration of the campus.
Whether you are a member of FA or not, please become familiar with the UCD Faculty
Constitution and Bylaws, located under Policies & Governance Documents. They provide
guidance for formal faculty governance and norms for academic governance generally. As full
participants in critical decisions about change and continuity in the campus's future, faculty
have the obligation to be knowledgeable about their rights and responsibilities. Learn more[4]
Boulder Faculty Assembly
The Boulder Faculty Assembly is the representative body of the faculty in our shared Boulder
Campus governance. The BFA is empowered by the Regents to set academic policy and

advise administration on other policy for the University of Colorado at Boulder. Learn More[5]
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